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SECURE PATIENT INFORMATION  
WITH VDI 

Eliminate Lateral Movement of Threats
Healthcare Organizations globally are adopting virtual desktops for many 
reasons including time savings for care providers, operational benefits for IT 
and also improved security of patient and provider information.

Figure 1. Microsegmentation of Virtual Desktop

Traditional windows endpoints are at high risk from loss or theft and are 
difficult to patch should new vulnerabilities be discovered. VMware Horizon® 
used in conjunction with VMware NSX® delivers greatly improved endpoint 
security eliminating the lateral movement of threats across desktops by micro-
segmenting each virtual desktop and even the traffic between virtual desktops 
and application services. Each desktop is treated as it’s own security perimeter 
with a hypervisor-based stateful firewall between each VM and the infrastructure. 
NSX is an easy to manage, non-disruptive and agent-less method to introduce 
security into existing VDI infrastructures.

DMZ Anywhere
Secure Isolation of Desktops
Traditional data center architectures rely upon dedicated security zones for 
VDI Services. This approach can be costly, complex to manage and inflexible. 
By defining each VDI pool into their own virtual DMZ, East-West Security is 
achieved with dedicated network services that is secure and simple to manage. 
NSX allows each VDI security zone to have dedicated, feature rich virtual network 
services–firewalls, logical switches, logical routers and load balancers. 

Advanced Security
Third-Party Security Integration
While there is no silver bullet to IT security, a layered approach helps mitigate  
risks by making it harder for bad actors to infiltrate and navigate you network  
in search of valuable data. VMware’s security partners have integrated their 
solutions with the native firewall and quarantine capabilities of NSX. NSX enables 
deep packet inspection, IPS, scanning tools, load balancing and other services 
to be inserted between each desktop and the infrastructure as needed, 
providing these tools with additional isolation from attack and the ability to 
leverage NSX for automated remediation.
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Agent-less Anti-virus
Security Offload

Figure 2. Agentless Anti-virus

With the evolution of the desktop from physical to virtual, security tools such as 
anti-virus have also had to evolve. NSX takes advantage of off-loading the anti-
virus agent to a service VM where equal level of protection is given without 
consuming CPU or memory on the client itself maintaining the performance of 
the desktop. If any vulnerability is detected by the AV vendor, the host is 
dynamically quarantined through NSX firewall rules for the remediation to 
occur. Offloading AV using NSX enables faster full, real-time scans and 
higher VM densities for a VDI deployment.

Identity-Based Security
The combination VMware Horizon and NSX enables administrators to set 
centralized policies that dynamically adapt to the end user’s computing 
environment, with network security services that map to the user based on 
role, logical grouping, desktop operating system, and more—independent of 
the underlying network infrastructure. This ensures that only the right people 
have access to the right data in the organization.

Figure 3. Role Based Desktop access and Security

Learn more at www.vmware.com/products/nsx and www.vmware.com/
products/horizon. Read how Baystate Health protects their 10,000  
virtual desktops.
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